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Abstract
A salpingo-oophorectomy due to an ovarian malignancy could be accompanied with great stress and a number of risks for childless but, still fertile
women. This situation poses a great challenge for an obstetrical point of view. A successful twin pregnancy at 37 weeks via c-section with simultaneous
total hysterectomy is reported to a woman who was diagnosed with ovarian cancer (sex cord granulose tumor) and treated with right salpingooophorectomy 3 years prior to a successful fourth trial of IVF implantation. This woman underwent a c-section at 37 weeks, giving birth to twin females
neonates with a simultaneous total hysterectomy. Antenatally, no complications were reported, rather than an admission due to premature contractions
at 26+3, which resolved with adequate medication 5 days later, when the patient was fit for discharge and appointed for the operation. Her postoperative course was uneventful.

Introduction
Infertility causes a great deal of stress to a large number of women
all over the world. Imaging complicates an already complex situation
with the presence of ovarian cancer. Time limits become narrower and
the obstetric team needs to evaluate and assess the risk of cancer versus
the risk of failure in conception. Ovarian sex cord-stromal tumors
(SCSTs) are extremely rare with a favorable long-term prognosis
[1]. These types of ovarian cancer results to 7% of the all ovarian
tumors [2]. For the reasons above, fertility sparing technique should
be encouraged. Since the majority of women affected are young and
at a reproductive age the safety of fertility-sparing operations must
be assessed [3]. More specifically, GCTs illustrate a 5-year-survival
prognosis of 92% to 100% in cases of surgical staging [4, 5].

History
A 40-yer-old gravida 1 para 0 with a history of thrombophilia
(antithrombin III deficiency) underwent a laparoscopy due to a cyst
foun via ultrasound suring her preIVF assessment in late 2014. Due
to the size of the cyst, the specimen had to be resected in order to
be removed through the trocar openings. The pathologist review
revealed a sex cord ovarian tumor-granulosa cell tomor (GCT) stage
IC. The stage of the tumor was possibly overestimated since the
resected specimen could not provide to the pathologist clear limits
for staging. After 2 months, the patient underwent an open surgery
removal of right adnexa, appendicectomy and omentomectomy. No
chemotherapy was proposed. In addition, she received IVF with 2
cycles of citric clomifaine ovarian hyperstimulation without any result
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since she had an incident of miscarriage at 8 weeks. Another 2 courses
of treatment with donor ovarian foccicles were perfomed. The first led
to a miscarriage at 5 weeks but the latest led to success with 2 MCDA
twin female embryos. During her pregnancy no pathology was noted.
At 26+3 weeks she was admitted in the hospital due to premature
contractions for which she received 2 courses of Atosiban till 27+4
weeks. At 27+5 she was discharged by the hospital and she was
appointed for a ceasearian section at 37 weeks with a simultaneous
hysterectomy and left salpingo-ophorectomy. The perinatal outcome
was successful resulting to twin healthy females neonates with an
Apgar score 10 out of 10 within the first minute of their birth and
adequate weight. They required no incubators.

Literature Review
Fertility-sparing operation has been proposed in order to achieve
a viable pregnancy for women who are younger and usually present
with early stages of cancer [6]. Nevertheless, the risk of recurrence
is high, almost 45% in cases of cystectomy which means that fertility
methods must work in a timely manner [6, 7]. In this case no
chemotherapy was proposed, since international literature suggests
platinum-based chemotherapy in cases of advanced ovarian cancer or
recurrent disease [8].
Due to the rarity of this GCTs, no large scale randomized trials
have been conducted, leaving a vague approach in cases, where
fertility must be preserved [9, 10]. However, it seems that women
at stage I have a very low risk of further recurrence, when adequate
surgical staging has been performed [3]. Further investigation in
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literature reveals a unexpected increased female neonates ratio as well
as a full term births for women in pregnancies complicated with SCTs
[11]. Usually after delivery, a second operation must be perform [12,
13]. Total hysterectomy with bilateral salpingo-oophorectomy must be
performed ± chemotherapy [14].
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Conclusion
The evolution of obstetrics and gynecology even in severe cases
such as ovarian cancer, gives women, who wish to maintain their
fertility, many options. In this case, this patient not only was treated for
ovarian cancer, patient’s fertility was preserved for further pregnancy.
IVF treatment was successful and the obstetrics team achieved an
appointed birth via c-section at 37 weeks despite all odds.

Discussion
For complicated cases as the one presented above, a
multidisciplinary team must be sought [15–17]. The need for a
collaboration of an obstetrician, a pediatrician, an oncologist and a
pathologist is self-explanatory [18]. Platinum –based chemotherapy
should be sought since the stage of the ovarian tumor is higher than I.
(see figure 1 below) [19].
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